Biosurfactant-modified palygorskite clay as solid-stabilizers for effective oil spill dispersion.
An effective and conventional remediation technique in marine oil spills is to apply chemical dispersants to emulsify oil slicks into small oil droplets. Still, the potential hazards of chemical dispersants onto the marine ecosystem have motivated the research for environmentally friendly alternative while keeping exceptional dispersion ability. Here, we showed that the mixture of palygorskite (PAL) and rhamnolipid (Rha) formed a biocompatible alternative to synthetic surfactants used for oil spill dispersion. The oil droplets dispersed by R-PAL presented a small average size and long-term stability, which illustrated the synergistic interactions between Rha and PAL acting as an efficient dispersant in artificial sea water (ASW). Due to the strong flocculation caused by high salinity, PAL alone was not effective emulsifiers in ASW. A small amount of Rha could played a major role in modifying the surface characteristics of PAL and decreasing oil-water interfacial tension. Therefore, PAL particles irreversibly adsorbed onto the oil-ASW interface and formed a rigid interfacial film around oil droplets in the presence of Rha, which offered an efficient barrier to droplet coalescence. The synergistic interactions between PAL and Rha could enable the dispersion of tetradecane in ASW. Such a functionality was further tested in dispersing crude oil in ASW. The study presents a new strategy of using a mixture of PAL and Rha for oil dispersion, thus providing an ecofriendly alternative to conventional dispersants.